
Workers Leaving the Factory, a co-presentation by the Art Gallery of Windsor and the Media City Interna

tional Festival of Experimental Film and Video Art, brings together works by three contemporary artists

and filmmakers who take as their common point of departure Louis Lumiere's 1895 La sortie des usines

Lumiere. The first film ever screened publicly, its 47 seconds of footage depict (as the title indicates) a

group of workers exiting Lumiere's family-owned factory on the outskirts of Lyon.
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<above and opposite poge top> Harun Farocki. Workers Lwving the Factory in Eleven Decades (film still), 2006. Courtesy: the artist. <oppo5ite page bottom> Sharon Lockhart.

EXIT (Bath Iron Works,j"ly 7-11, ~oo8, Both, Moine) (film still), 2008. Courtesy: Blum & Poe, Los Angeles, Gladstone Gallery, New York, and Neugerriemschneider, Berlin.

In context, the exhibition's title seems winc

ingly apt, a plausible motto for Windsor's

crumbling manufacturing economy - an

increasingly allegorical construct onto which

civic identity continues to hang. Given the

town's uniquely volatile atmosphere this

spring, it's all the more unsettling. Leaving

tile Factory opened at the beginning of May,

a month in which Windsor's unemployment

rate climbed to 13.8%. It opened days before

General Motors announced $6 billion in

first-quarter losses, presaging bankruptcy. It

opened one month into an ongoing strike by

the city's largest taxicab company and two

weeks into a debilitating work stoppage by

city employees, both of which stretched well

into the summer. Garbage collection had

been quite visibly suspended; city properties

were wildly overgrown, and banks in town

displayed signs proffering special f1l1ancial

planning sessions to bought-out GM

employees. The international coterie of film

makers flown in for the Festival screenings

could expect to wait an hour or more for

cabs to and from the Capitol Theatre complex.

IfWindsor is a powder keg at ground level,

the city's tensions are no more easily dis

pelled on the AGW's darkened third floor,

where the exhibition is mounted. Here,

however, they assume a markedly different

character.

Distinguished by its silence, its jittery, hand

cranked pacing, exaggerated contrast and

pronounced grain, the lumiere film, pro

jected near the elevator, signals an immediate

temporal shift, a dissociative resistance simi

larly evident in the accompanying contem

porary works. Of them, German filmmaker

Harun Farocki's Workers Leaving the Factory

ill Eleven Decades (2006) and American pho

tographer and filmmaker Sharon Lockhart's

Exit (2008) are most explicitly concemed

with cinematic history and convention, and

these most bluntly instantiate the medium's

characteristic, spectatorial distance.

Faroc"ki's work, a line of12 television moni

tors on the gallery floor that play looped

extracts from films spanning the titular

110 years, achieves its remove through

repetition. Like-enough scenes of dispers

ing workers, culled from films as varied as

D.W..Griffith's Intolerance, Charlie Chaplin's

Modern Times and Lars Von Trier's Dancer

in the Dark, repeat silently or are respect

fully hushed, mumlUring in indecipherable

English, French, Gennan and Italian, punc-

(uated at odd intervals by frames indicating

each film's year of production. Also looped,

Lockhart's fum is essentially La Sortie shot

from behind, comprising five long takes of

employees leaving Maine's Bath Iron Works.

In it, few faces are ever visible.

If these preserve a detached gaze, however,

Canadian artist Nancy Davenport's reso

lutely bizarre multi-monitor cycle, Workers

~eavil1g thefactory) (2008) abruptly returns

it. The main body of the work comprises

slowly-panning still photographs in which

Davenport's subjects - jump-suited aero

space workers identified as Norwegians and

their outsourced Chinese counterparts - sit

motionless until one or another of them

blinks. It's a small rupture, to be sure, but a

potentially significant one: the simple illusion

of eye contact here acts to destabilize both

the viewer's personal remove from whatlhe

or she sees and the "natural" organization of

filmic convention that permits (and indeed

fosters) that relationship.

Ultimately, each piece casts the subject of

the laborer as an abstraction, a trope, and for

this fact the exhibition could be thought to

skew crassly academic, to be too self-reflex

ive to be outwardly critical. Divorced from
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<ilbove and below> Nancy Davenport. Worl<el'$ (Leaving the Factory) (video still), 2005.2008. Courtesy: the artist.

the ingratiating, durational experience of the

cinema, however. the installations do at least

call attention to our agency in acquiescing to

those tropes. One becomes aware oflimita

tions to one's ability to identify with the

represented workers and of the decision to

regard them or move on. Repetition divests

the scenes of any uniqueness and disallows

any narrative continuity: the "action" of the

exhibition, then, is not of workers leav-

ing this or another factory but of our own

movement from one isolated incident to

the next.

A useful contrast to this came during the

festival proper, with the American filmmaker

Ben Russell's Workers Leaving the Factory

(Dubai) (2008), a final reiteration of the Lu

miere motif. In the insulating darkness of the

Capitol Theatre, its eight minutes of silent,

saturated footage show a crowd of construc

tion workers filing toward the camera against

a half-built skyline. Here the sun sets; the

film ends; the audience applauds politely; the

next film is cued and played.

The cycles of shifts, of conflict and resolu

tion, rhythms of drudgery, righteousness and

resentment, have, in Windsor, the inevitabil

ity of dream imagery - indeed of cinema.

Workers Leaving tlte Factory induces and then

unexpectedly interrupts the trance, and we

might as viewers come to acknowledge our

relationship to, and potentially, our complic

ity in, the fugue and its continuance. The

exhibition delivers no answers, and, while

the situation it creates is indeed perilous,

even problematic, it may still be constructive.

As I write this, things in town have taken a

tum for the spooky: rumors circulate of clan

destine garbage-collection by men in white

suits and unmarked trucks; metre-lengths of

wire have been discovered threaded through

the unmowed grass in a municipal park.

Downtown, the weeds on the riverfront

adjacent to the Gallery are shoulder-high in

places; inside, Lumiere's century-old footage

will continue to flicker until the DVD play

ers are shut off on July 5.

STEVEN LEYDEN COCHRANE is a multidisci

plinary visual artist from Tampa, Florida.

He recently completed his MFA at the

University of Windsor and is currently based

in Winnipeg.
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